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Abstract

In this paper, we propose Continuous Proximate Time Optimal (CPTO) control system for a
class of third-order systems having an integrator and two stable real roots. The proposed
CPTO control system is hybrid and combines the functionality of two controllers, namely, a
linear controller and a nonlinear time-optimal controller. The CPTO control system behaves
almost like the ideal time-optimal control for large state errors, whereas, for states near the
origin, the CPTO control system approximates the linear law. The performance of the control
system is tested and the simulation results show near time-optimal response for large state
errors, and smooth, stable response with near linear control for small state errors.
Keywords: Continuous Time-Optimal Control, Hard Disk Drive.

1. Introduction
If there is a limit on the magnitude of the controller output, a constraint, which exists in
almost every control system, and if the servomechanism is time-optimal, the nonlinear
controller is generally bang-bang. Unfortunately, time-optimal bang-bang control systems are
often impractical because unavoidable measurement noise, disturbances and non-ideal
components cause the bang-bang control to switch when the state does not exactly meet the
switching criteria, which is obtained from time-optimal control theory. This may degrade
tracking performance and produce other undesirable effects such as limit cycles around the
target state. In order to reduce or eliminate such an undesirable behavior, a number of nonlinear
controllers have been developed in the literature [1-6].
Workman [1], [2] proposed what-so-called Proximate Time-Optimal Servomechanism
(PTOS) for double integrator plants. He showed that the controller generates solutions, which
approach minimum-time solutions when the system disturbances and modeling errors vanish.
The controller approximates the switching curve with a strip such that the optimal switching
curve is centered along the strip. Unlike the bang-bang controller, the PTOS controller is
continuous in the neighborhood of the strip. Near the origin, the PTOS controller switches to a
linear feedback law; in this sense the PTOS controller has dual mode behavior. Similar results
have been obtained by Pao and Franklin for two different third-order systems [3], [4].
Ho [5] introduced an alternative dual mode concept by combining time-optimal control and
input shaping methods. He used an input shaping technique to account for the flexible
dynamics during the entire slewing motion. The feedforward command is derived by shaping
the bang-bang input that is based on the open-loop deadbeat control for the pure rigid body
system. However, the deadbeat control command does not have an analytical solution, and it is
necessary to numerically re-compute the shaped feedforward command for each set point
change.
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Wu [6] introduced high gain linear state feedback law to achieve minimum-time control
based on equivalent switching line, switching plane, and switching hyper plane for a class of
second, third, and higher order systems, respectively, provided that feedback coefficients are
re-selected for each initial condition. Kim et al. [7] proposed an approach called robust
time-optimal control algorithm based on internal loop compensator. They have shown that
internal loop compensator isolates the system dynamics from uncertain disturbances including
modeling error, external disturbance, shock, and control torque saturation. The mixed
sensitivity method is used for optimization of the internal loop compensator.
Recently, La-orpacharapan and Pao developed a shaped time-optimal servomechanism
(STOS) control technique [8], [9]. The basic idea of the STOS approach is to start with the
time-optimal bang-bang control that moves the rigid body portion of the system from rest to
rest and then to shape this control with an input shaper to account for the dominant flexible
mode. Moreover, Hu [10], [11] has proposed Time Optimal Unified Servo Controller (TOUSC)
as a solution for the HDD time-optimal control problem. This is based on a discrete
time-optimal control law. The problem of this type of controllers is that it needs a velocity
feedback and in practice this could be very noisy. Choi et al. [12] have proposed Damping
Scheduling PTOS (DSPTOS). They have proposed that the damping coefficient for the closed
loop system in the DSPTOS are predetermined and do not need complex tuning as in the
conventional PTOS. Later on in this paper, we will compare the performance of our proposed
Continuous Proximate Time Optimal Control with the performance of the TOUCS and the
DSPTOS controllers for 10000 track stroke.
Kalyon [13-16] proposed CPTO control system applied to all second-order systems having
plant transfer functions with real roots including unstable roots. Kalyon obtained complete
stability proof of all the second-order systems considered. The CPTO controller for a
second-order system provides nonlinear operation of the servo within a narrow strip in the
neighborhood of the switching curve, and near linear operation in neighborhood of the origin
except for small and rapidly diminishing effects of the nonlinear terms. The strip is constructed
so that the switching curve is not centered within the strip, but rather the switching curve forms
one of the boundaries of the strip. Near the origin the strip is shifted so that it contains the origin
in its center.
The objectives of this paper are: (i) Design a novel CPTO-based controller for a class of
third-order plants having three real roots, namely, an integrator and two real stable roots; (ii)
Apply the developed third-order CPTO controller for track-to-track seek control, which
attempts to move read/write head servo systems of hard disk drives from one track to another in
almost minimum time; (iii) Analyze stability and performance of the proposed controllers by
comparing them with the saturated linear feedback controller through all necessary simulation
runs.
This paper is arranged as follows: In Section 2, we describe the mathematical model of the
considered class of third-order systems. In Section 3, we design the ideal time optimal
controller for the system under consideration. In Section 4, we describe the proposed CPTO
controller for the third-order system and show computer simulation results. Moreover, in this
section we discuss the robustness of the control system in term of parameter variations. Finally,
conclusions are given in Section 5.

2. Mathematical Modeling
A Hard Disk Drive (HDD) is the primary medium for storing information on computers and
many other devices, because it combines high capacity, relatively fast access and low price.
The hard disk drive is made up of four basic components: a Voice Coil Motor (VCM), a
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spinning disk platter, a head arm with a read/write head on its end, and electronics to tie
everything together and connect it to the outside world, see Figure 1.
D isk P latter
H ead A rm

H ead A ctuator
(V CM )

Figure 1. Basic components of the typical hard disk drive.
The read/write head-positioning servomechanism in HDDs has mainly two functions which
are track seeking and track following. Track seeking moves the read/write head to the desired
track and track following keeps the read/write head on the reference track within minor
deflection error while reading/writing [17].
In this paper, we consider the track seeking problem of the HDD. The open loop transfer
function from the bounded input u ( u max  12 Volts ) to the head position y (m) for a
typical HDD Read/Write servo mechanism is shown in Figure 2 and given by (considering
rigid motion only),
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Figure 2. An Open-loop system of a typical HDD head positioning system.
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The following denotations have been adopted in this paper:
L : Inductance (Henry).
J : Moment of inertia of the head and head carriage (Kg.m).
r : Length of the head carriage (m).
R : Resistance (ohm).
Kb: Back electromotive force gain (volt.sec).
Kt: Overall armature constant (N.m /A).
The following values are considered acceptable for typical HDD parameters: L  103
Henry, J  106 Kg.m2, r  0.03 m, R  10 Ohm, K t = 0.1 N.m/A, and Kb  0.1
volt.sec. These values correspond to the following parametric values in Eq. (1): K 0  3106 ,
s1  1127.0166 , and s2  8873.9833. For convenience, we replace two units, namely, unit
track (track) to replace meter as a position unit and millisecond (ms) to replace second as a time
unit. Converting all parametric values in Eq. 1 to the new unit system, (this is explained in
details in Appendix I), the transfer function for the open-loop system in Eq. 1 can be written as:
y (s)
1.524
1.524
(3)
 G p ( s) 

.
2
u ( s)
s( s  10s  10) s( s  1.127)(s  8.873)
The open loop transfer function in Eq. 3 will be integrated in the closed loop system shown
in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Block diagram of the closed-loop system.
Now, we consider a class of third-order closed-loop systems shown in Figure 3. The
saturation function in Figure 3 is defined as,
umax sgn(u )
if
u  umax
sat (u )  
,
(4)
u
if
u  umax

where u max is the maximum control authority. We note that r (t ) is the desired head position
(reference signal). The state space representation of the system in Figure 3 can be written as
follows:
dX (t )
 A  X (t )  BK0u (t ),
(5)
dt
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where,
 x1 (t ) 
 s1


X (t )   x2 (t ) , A   0
 x3 (t ) 
 0

1
s2
0

0
0

1, and B   0 ,
 1
0

and where the error-state variables are:
x1 (t )  r (t )  y(t ), x2 (t )  x1 (t ), and x3 (t )  x2 (t ).
(6)
We decouple the system in Equations (5-6) using the following similarity transformation
(7)
X (t )  P  Z (t ),
where,
1 1
 z1 (t ) 
 1
 s1 1 0




Z (t )   z2 (t ), P   s1  s2 0 and, A   0 s2 1.
 z3 (t ) 
 s12
 0
s22 0
0 0
The corresponding decoupled system can be written as:
d
Z (t )  P 1  A  P  Z (t )  P 1  BK 0 u (t )
dt
0
0  z1 (t )   b1 
 s1

  0  s 2 0  z 2 (t )  b2  u (t ),
 0
0
0  z 3 (t )  b3 
where b1  K0 /[ s1 (s2  s1 )] , b2   K0 /[ s2 (s2  s1 )]
decoupled system can be expressed as:

and b3   K0 /( s1s2 ).

d z (t )   s z (t )  b u (t ),
1 1
1
dt 1
d z (t )   s z (t )  b u (t ),
2 2
2
dt 2
d z (t )  b u (t ).
3
dt 3

(8)

Thus, the

(9)

3. Ideal Time Optimal Bang-Bang Control
In this section, we establish a switching criterion for this class of third-order systems. Let
 represents the negative time, as opposed to the positive time t , that is, t   , which
d( )

d( )

implies dt   d . Thus, Eq. (8) can be rewritten as:
d z ( )  s z ( )  b u ( ),
1 1
1
d 1
d z ( )  s z ( )  b u ( ),
2 2
2
d 2
d z ( )  b u ( ).
3
d 3

(10)

The main idea behind backward integrations is that we start with the target error state i.e., the
origin ( 0 , 0 , 0 ), and integrate backward in time towards the initial state. In this regard, firstly,

we assume u ( )   , where   um a x , for 0    t1 , where t1 is the time at
which the state hits the switching curve backward in time, secondly, we assume u ( )  
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for t1    t2 , where t 2 is the time at which the state hits the switching surface backward in
time. In order to obtain t1 we integrate Eq. (10),
b 

z1 ( )  1s (1  e s1 ),
1
b 

z 2 ( )  2s (1  e s2 ),
2
z 3 ( )  b3  .

(11)

Since b3  0, it is noted from Eq. (11) that for  to be positive,  and z 3 must have the
same polarity. Hence, we get:
(12)
  u max sgn( z3 ),
where the sgn function is defined as:
 1

sgn( x)   0
 1


if
if
if

x  0,
x  0,
x  0.

As a result, the set of equations describing the time-optimal switching curve V2 can be
obtained as:
 s1z3



b

b3
1

Z1 ( z 3 )  s (1  e
), 



1
V2   z :
 s2 z3  , where   u max sgn( z 3 ).



b 
Z 2 ( z 3 )  2s (1  e b3 ).

2



(13)

At   t1 , we compute the point of the switching curve intersection as:
b 

z1 (t1 )  1s (1  e s1t1 ),
1
b 

z2 (t1 )  2s (1  e s2t1 ),
2
z3 (t1 )  b3 t1.

(14)

Next, we assume u ( )   , for t1    t2 and integrate the set of equations (10),
b1
(2e  s1  e  s1 (  t1 )  1),
s1
b 
z 2 ( )  2 (2e  s 2  e  s 2 (  t1 )  1),
s2
z3 ( )  b3 (  t1 ).

z1 ( ) 

(15)

Similar to the process of finding the switching curve, but with lengthy algebra, we find the
equation describing the switching surface. This process is described in details in [18]. Thus, the
switching surface V1 can be written as:
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V1 : Z1 ( z 2 , z 3 )   {[( g ( z 2 , z 3 )  1)  1]e
where, g ( z 2 , z 3 )  {1  [1  (

z2



 1)e

2

 s2 (

z3
) s1
b3
]} s2

s1b3 z3


, and 

 1},
 b3

(16)

.

1  4 s1  s1 
 2 1
Let, t1  t1 and t2  t2  t1, where t1 and t 2 represent the time intervals
over which the trajectory moves on the switching curve and the switching surface, respectively.
From equations (11) and (15), we can write t1 and t 2 as:
s2 z3

(  )
z
1
t 2 
 ln{1  1  e b3 (1  2 ) },
b3 s2


z3

(17)

s2 z3

(  )
1
z
t1  ln{1  1  e b3 (1  2 ) }.
s2


(18)

Here,  determines the control sequence to reach the state z V1 by moving backwards in
time from the origin. For instance,   umax means the state can be reached from the origin
with the control sequence {  u max ,  u max }. Therefore, once  is determined, then, the
control sequence to reach a given state is also determined. In particular, if   umax , then

u max , u max , 
u max }.
the control sequence to reach a given state from the origin is { 
In order for t1 and t 2 to be real and positive, we have shown in [18] that  in the
switching surface (16) can be determined using the following relationship:
(19)
  umax sgn{z2  Z 2 ( z3 )}.
Thus, the switching curve and the switching surface can be obtained and shown in figures (4-5).

Figure 4. The Switching curve for a class of third order systems.
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Figure 5. The Switching Surface for a class of third order systems.
In this paper, the switching surface function is denoted as Z1 ( z 2 , z3 ) , and the switching
curve function is denoted as {Z 2 ( z3 ), Z1 ( z3 )} . Thus, we can write the exact time-optimal
bang-bang control of the system described in (8) as:
u max sgn[ z1  Z1 ( z 2 , z3 )] if

U ( z1 , z 2 , z3 )    u max sgn[ z 2  Z 2 ( z3 )] if

u max sgn( z3 )
if



z1  Z1 ( z 2 , z3 )  0,
z1  Z1 ( z 2 , z3 )  0 and z 2  Z 2 ( z3 )  0,
z1  Z1 ( z 2 , z3 )  0 and z 2  Z 2 ( z3 )  0.

(20)
From (20), we recognize three differences cases:
a) The state z = [z1, z2, z3]T is not on the switching surface; b) The state is on the switching
surface but not on the switching curve; and c) The state is on the switching surface and the
switching curve.

4. Continuous proximate time-optimal control
To fix the well-known chattering problem found in the ideal time-optimal control law
described in Eq. (20), we propose the following CPTO control law:
U ( z1, z 2 , z3 )  sat{k1{[ z1  Z1 ( z 2 , z3 )] 

1
sat{k1k 2 [ z 2  Z 2 ( z3 )]  sat (k1k3 z3 )}}}.
k1

(21)

The control system described in (20) is a continuous state feedback controller implemented
on the servo system of the HDD.
Claim 1: Considering equations (13-21),
U ( z1 , z 2 , z3 )  U  ( z1 , z 2 , z3 ), as k1  ;  ( z1 , z 2 , z3 )  0.
The detail proof of Claim 1 is given in [18].
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Claim 2: Considering equations (13-21),
U ( z1 , z 2 , z3 )  U L ( z1 , z 2 , z3 )  kˆ1 ( z1  kˆ2 z 2  kˆ3 z3 ), as ( z1 , z 2 , z3 )  0.

(23)
Note from (21) that as ( z1 , z 2 , z3 )  0 , all the “sat” functions in (21) are unsaturated, which
yields:
U ( z1 , z2 , z3 )  k1[ z1  Z1 ( z2 , z3 )]  k1k 2 [ z2  Z 2 ( z3 )]  k1k2 z3 .
(24)
Linearization of the functions
respectively, yields:

Z1 ( z 2 , z3 )

Z1 ( z 2 , z3 ) z 0  
and Z 2 ( z3 ) z 0 

and

Z 2 ( z3 ) around ( z1 , z 2 , z3 )  0 ,

s12
s12
z

( s2  s1 ) z3 ,
2

s22

s 22 s1



(25)

z3 .

Substituting (25) into (24) and organizing,
U ( z1, z2 , z3 )  kˆ1 ( z1  kˆ2 z2  kˆ3 z3 ),
where,
s2
s2s
kˆ1  k1 , kˆ2  12  k2 , and kˆ3  k3  k2 2 1  s12 .

s2

(26)

In Eq. (26), we have obtained relations relating the gain constants of the CPTO controller
and the gain constants of the linear controller. Note that the linear controller will take over from
the CPTO controller when ( z1 , z2 , z3 )  0.
4.1. Designing the Controller Gains for the Third-Order System
Since the CPTO controller converges to the linear controller when the state is small,
computation of controller gains is an integral part of CPTO controller design. We use the
following design criterion for track following and track seeking; (i) Percent Overshoot (PO)
 10%; (ii) The settling time (t s ) equals 1 ms ; (iii) The error for the assumed settling
time must be less than 10%.
To find the closed-loop poles of the system, we apply Pole Placement Method. We get the
following values for the poles,
p1  12.9084 17.6649i, p2  12.9084 17.6649i, and p3  120.
The linear controller constants can be written as,
k1  27687, k2  0.011, and k3  1.3613.
Substituting these values into (26), we get the gain constants of the CPTO controller as follows
kˆ1  27687, kˆ2  0.0322, and kˆ3  0.0051.
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4.2. Simulation Results
The performance of the CPTO controller with the initial condition

X (0)  1, 000 0 0 ,
I

and 10, 000 0 0 tracks is shown in figure 6 and 7. Clearly, all the state variables
converge to zero and remain there. The settling time is less than 1.25 and 4.5 ms for the 1000
and 104 track where the settling time error is less than 0.1 track . In figures (6-7), we
compare the CPTO with the Ideal Proximate Time-Optimal (IPTO) control. Clearly, the CPTO
performance is near optimal with the difference is that the switching between the two modes of
control is smooth compare to the sharp switching of the IPTO, as illustrated in Figure 8.
I
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Figure 6. The response of the CPTO Controller for 1000 tracks.
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Figure 7. The response of CPTO controller for 10,000 tracks.
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Figure 8. Smooth Switching between the modes (zoomed section of Figure 7).

4.3. Robustness of the CPTO Controller to Parameter Variations
The motivation behind the robustness to variation analysis is due to the fact that actual
system parameters often differ from the nominal values used in the controller design. Let us
examine first the effect of changing the plant gain constant K 0 , Eq. (5), on the performance of
the proposed CPTO control law Eq. (21) . Assume that the actual plant gain constant is k a ,
and the controller is designed for nominal plant gain constant k n  k a . Let us compare how
much the performance of the proposed CPTO controller degrades as k a
Thus, we have the following two cases:

deviates from k n .

Case I: Assume kn  ka , which means that there is less effective control than the nominal
control effort. Note that from Eq. (5) that the plant gain constant is multiplied by the control
effort. Figure 9 shows the error state-response with initial condition X (0)  1000 0 0 for
a CPTO controller having parameter variation of ka  0.8kn . We note from Fig. 9 that the
trajectory converges to the origin after overshooting two times. Evidently, the response time is
greater than the response time of the plant with no parameter variation. The control history,
shown in Fig. 10, shows no chattering. Here, we will report than on testing the control system
for k a  0.7k n , the system failed to reach the origin. To solve this problem, we conclude
that the control law should be designed for ka  kn  d , where d  is the maximum
positive uncertainty in the plant gain constant. Designing the control law in this manner is
considered in [13], where it is called worst-case analysis.
2
Note that in Figures 7-13 the control signal is in [ track
, see Appendix I.
A.ms3 ]

Figure 9. The response of the HDD system having 𝑲𝒂 = 𝟎. 𝟖𝑲𝒏 .
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Figure 10. The CPTO control history for 𝑲𝒂 = 𝟎. 𝟖𝑲𝒏 .

Case II: Assume that ka  kn . There is more effective control than the nominal control effort.
In figures 11-14, the system is tested for the cases where ka  1.2kn and ka  1.4kn . It is
shown from figures (11-14) that the CPTO control has faster response for an increasing gain
constant than the response with a nominal gain constant. We further conclude that the designed
CPTO controller is reasonably robust for the variations in plant gain constant.

Figure 11. The response of the HDD system having parameter variation of 𝑲𝒂 = 𝟏. 𝟐𝑲𝒏 .

Figure 12. The control histories of the CPTO controller and the ITOC for a system with 𝑲𝒂 =
𝟏. 𝟐𝑲𝒏 .
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Figure 13. The response of the HDD system for the case 𝑲𝒂 = 𝟏. 𝟒𝑲𝒏.

Figure 14. The control histories of the CPTO controller and the ITOC for the case 𝑲𝒂 = 𝟏. 𝟒𝑲𝒏.

5. Conclusions
In this paper, we have developed CPTO controllers for a class of third-order systems. The
third-order CPTO control system behaves almost like the ideal third-order time-optimal control
for the large state errors and, for the error states near the origin, the CPTO control system law
approximates the linear law where the gain constants of the linear controller can be chosen
based on linear system design methodology. As an application, we have, successfully, applied
the third-order CPTO controller to the HDD servomechanism. For the performance analysis,
the response of the each CPTO controller is evaluated by comparing it with the performance of
the conventional saturated linear control through the simulation results. It has been shown that
the CPTO controller has superiority over the saturated linear controller for large initial states.
As a robustness analysis, robustness to parameter variation is examined by considering the
most significant parameter, namely, the plant gain constant.
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Appendix I: Change of Units:
We note that throughout the paper, we have adopted: ms = millisecond as a unit of time
and track as unit of length. Therefore, the following change of unit is necessary:
1 meter  39.37 in.  39.37  (50000)track  (1.9685)  106 track ,
1 Henry  1 kgm2 /( A2 s 2 )  1kg (1.9685) 2  1012 track 2 /( A2106 (ms) 2 )
 3.875 106 track 2 /( A2 (ms) 2 ),
1 Ohm  1 kgm2 /( A2 s 3 )  1kg (1.9685) 2  1012 track 2 /( A2109 (ms) 3 )
 3.875 103 track 2 /( A2 (ms)3 ),
and,
1Volt  1 kgm2 /( As3 )  1 kg (1.9685) 2  1012 track 2 /( A109 (ms) 3 )
 3.875 103 track 2 /( A(ms)3 ).

Using these units, the parameters L , J , r , R , and K t will have the following new units:
L  103 Henry  3.87499225 103 track 2 /( A2 (ms) 2 ),
J  106 Kgm 2  106 kg (1.9685) 2  1012 track 2  3.87499225 106 kg.track 2 ,
r  0.03m  3  102  1.9685 106 track  5.9055 104 track ,
R  10 ohm  3.87499225 104 track 2 /( A2 (ms) 3 ),
K t  0.1 Nm / A  0.1kgm2 /( s 2 A)  0.1kg (1.9685) 2  1012 track 2 /(106 (ms) 2 A)
 3.875 105 kg  track 2 /((ms) 2 A).
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